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When you complete this lesson, you will be able to:

- Setup a motion simulation.
- Use functions and expressions.
- Create a basic control system.
SegWay Transportation

SegWay Personal Transporter (PT) is the world’s first self balancing transportation device with two wheels. The mechanism is based on the principle of the inverted pendulum with advanced control to maintain balance at all times. To move, the rider leans forwards or backwards and the transporter accelerates in the proper direction to balance the system. Similarly, to take turns the rider leans sideways and the transporter adjusts the speed of both wheels. Handling feels natural because the amount of lean, measured by the gyroscope, controls the acceleration and the curvature of turns.

Project Description

In this project, you will simulate the SegWay robot built using the Lego Mindstorms NXT 2.0 kit. In the first part of the lesson, you will create a system control in SolidWorks Motion and compare it to the behavior of the robot. You will consider the following scenario.

- **Single Degree of Freedom (DOF) system**
  The rider and transporter are rigidly connected to form a single mass. The only degree of freedom is then the rotation about the axle.

The behavior of the robot under various circumstances can be viewed in video files supplied with the project and at [http://www.nxtprograms.com/NXT2/segway/](http://www.nxtprograms.com/NXT2/segway/).

Balance Control

The real SegWay transporter uses input from a gyroscope to control the stability and balance. Because a gyroscope is not part of the Lego kit, SegWay robot makes use of the light sensor. The sensor registers the light intensity when the robot is started. As the robot tilts, the light intensity changes and the robot reacts by adjusting power to motors #1 and #2. As a consequence, the robot cannot maintain vertical position; it tries to maintain the position at which it is started. It is therefore necessary to start the robot at near vertical orientation.
Follow the instructions below to build your SegWay robot assembly. All SolidWorks part files are supplied as part of this project, so you only need to mate them to create a final assembly. Because the basic assembly building skill is a prerequisite to this lesson, the steps below do not detail how to mate parts.

It is a good habit to think about the assembly building procedure ahead of time if we want to follow with a simulation in SolidWorks Motion. Proper methodology will result in a smooth and faster computation, while improperly built assemblies may cause the solver to lock and terminate the solution. First, review how the mechanism moves and how many degrees of freedom it features. Then decide on how to split the top level assembly into subassemblies. This is important because SolidWorks Motion typically considers subassemblies as rigid, resulting in a less complex model to solve.

**Tip:** The subassembly’s status can be changed from rigid to flexible. It is, however, recommended that you keep sub-assemblies set to rigid.

The procedure below recommends one way how to split the robot into individual subassemblies, which are then mated to create the full SegWay robot. You do not have to follow these steps rigorously. Rather, experiment and find your own way to build the SegWay robot.

Steps 1 to 8 suggest how to split the robot into the individual subassemblies. Steps 9 to 23 continue with the instructions on how to assemble the robot and orient it in the global coordinate system.

Build the following subassemblies.

1. **Horizontal connector.**
2 Left connector.

3 Right connector.
4 Lower horizontal connector.

5 Wheel and axle.
6 Left and right side of the rider bottom.

7 Arms and chest.

8 Rider’s head.
The following steps contain instructions to build the SegWay robot using the subassemblies and additional parts. Some suggested ways of mating the components are given in certain steps in order to eliminate redundant mates in the assembly. Redundant mates occur when two mates remove the same degree of freedom from a component. For example, when using a coincident and a concentric mate to mate a cylinder to a cylindrical hole in a block, both mates remove the rotation about the X and Y axis. This example can be seen in the image to the right. Reducing the redundant mates in an assembly helps to increase the accuracy of the motion simulation and reduce the potential for problems.

9 SegWay assembly.
Open a new assembly document.
Insert the CPU part, align it with the coordinate system and the planes as shown and Fix it.
Set the units to MMGS.
Save the assembly as Segway.SLDASM.

Note: Different orientations of the CPU is fine and would not have any effect on the accuracy of the simulation. However, to maintain consistency with the results published in this document, you must orient the CPU part as shown above.

10 Left and right connectors
Insert both the left and right connectors and mate them with the CPU.

Tip: While we recommend using hinge and concentric mates, other mate types are acceptable as well.

11 Motors.
Insert the Motor part for motors #1 and #2.
Mate them to the left and right connectors.
12 **Horizontal connector.**

Insert the horizontal connector and mate it to Motor parts #1 and #2.

13 **Rotors for motors #1 and #2.**

Add two Rotor parts and mate them to Motor #1 and #2.

**Tip:** We recommend that you use a concentric mate and a coincident mate between the Rotor origin and the side face of the Motor to connect the rotors with both motors. Doing this will remove any redundancies in the mates between these two parts.

14 **Axle and wheels.**

Insert the wheel and axle subassembly and mate it to the Rotor parts.

Insert the CrossTemplate part (configuration Five) and center it. Mate the CrossTemplate part to either of the two wheels and axle subassemblies (but not both).

**Important!**

Because the robot wheels are driven by two independent motors, the wheel and axle subassemblies on both sides must be disconnected. This way you could make the robot turn by adjusting power at either motor #1 and #2.

15 **Lower horizontal connector.**

Insert the lower horizontal connector subassembly and mate it to Motor #1 and #2.
16 **Left and right bottom sides of the rider.**
Mate both subassemblies to the horizontal connector.

17 **Motor #3 and its rotor.**
Insert new Motor and Rotor parts and mate them.
Insert two instances of All_Straight (configuration three) and two instances of BlueConnectorLong parts. Mate them to the new Motor #3 part, as shown in the figure.

18 **Connect Motor #3.**
Mate the Rotor from the previous step to the left and right bottom parts of the rider.
Notice, that Motor #3 can rotate about the Rotor axis. This degree of freedom will be eliminated in the following step.
19 Orient Motor #3.

Using the CrossTemplateWithCap (configuration Eight), align Motor #3 with the rest of the assembly so that it assumes a vertical position.

Make sure to eliminate the horizontal motion of the CrossTemplateWithCap part by adding an extra mate.

20 Rider’s head

Insert the head subassembly. Using two instances of the CrossConnectorLong part attach it to Motor #3.

Tip: We recommend that you use a concentric mate and a coincident mate between a point on the back edge of the Motor and edge of the All_Straight part in the rider’s head subassembly as seen in the image on the right. Doing this will remove any redundancies in the mates between these two parts.

21 Arms and chest.

Complete the SegWay robot assembly by attaching the arms and chest subassembly.
The next two steps insert the platform (Tabletop) and place the robot to its initial position and orientation.

22 **Tabletop.**

- Insert the Tabletop part.
- Position the Tabletop so that the robot is centered and closer to the back side. Orient it as shown by the triad in the figure and make it parallel to the assembly Top Plane.

- Use **Tangent** mates between the tires and the top face of the Tabletop so that the tires touch the surface.
- Fix Tabletop.

*Note:* Utilize **Use for positioning only** mates to align Tabletop with the Top Plane and for the **Tangent** mates. These mates are only used to position and orient the Tabletop part.

23 **Float robot.**

- Change the status of the CPU part from **Fixed** to **Float**.

*Note:* Floating the CPU makes the robot free and ready to move in SolidWorks Motion. Also, because the CPU was aligned with the assembly plane (step 9), the robot assumes a vertical position.
SolidWorks Motion Model

The following section will guide you through the setup of the simulation and basic controls in SolidWorks Motion. As you work through this part, you will gradually improve the control algorithm so that, in its final stage, it correlates with what you observe in reality.

It is assumed that you are familiar with the basics of the SolidWorks Motion software. If that is not the case, please ask your instructor to advise you on how to obtain more elementary training materials to make yourself comfortable with the software.

24 Motion study.

Add in SolidWorks Motion and insert a **New Motion Study** and change the **Type of Study** to **Motion Analysis**.

Rigid Groups

Review the top assembly mates; the total number of mates can range from 30 to 50 depending on how efficiently you mated the components. Mates are responsible for the description of the relative motion between the mated parts, i.e. hinge mates only allow two connected parts to rotate relative to each other about the hinge axis. If solving the current model, SolidWorks Motion must consider all mates as locations where motion may occur (even if you know that the only resulting motion of the robot is rotation about the wheel axle). We can effectively use rigid groups to simplify the calculation.

A rigid group combines parts and subassemblies in a group and treats them as one mass, significantly reducing the number of mates that need to be considered by SolidWorks Motion. Three rigid groups can be created in our case:

- Entire body of the robot, excluding the rider's head subassembly,
- Left wheel and axle subassembly and the corresponding Rotor,
- Right wheel and axle subassembly, corresponding Rotor, and the CrossTemplate part.